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We visited the circus yesterday. It is a
regular event. Every year at this

time, the small procession of trucks and
trailers battle their way through the narrow
streets of our town to set up their Big Top in
a field just outside the center. It is not just
their arrival that is predictable — everything
about this little company follows a rigid
formula: the clown (he is actually the pro-
prietor), with his comfortably familiar gags
and audience participation routines; the
trick unicyclists visiting from some exotic
location; the “world’s strongest man,” who
doubles as a popcorn vendor before the
start of the show; and the stomach-churning
trapeze act, who always appears to lose his
footing and narrowly avoids a dramatic and
speedy descent to the ring below.

I do not recall how many years we have
been visiting that circus, but certainly the
children were very small when we made
our first trip. Now, five or six years later,
there is still a buzz of excitement about the
house as we prepare to walk to the site,
and I must confess that even I become
absorbed by the atmosphere for an hour or
two, joining in with the oohs and aahs at
all the right moments.

We seem to have moved on so far since the
first circuses appeared a couple of centuries
ago; every kind of multi-media entertainment
is now available to stimulate those bereft of
imagination, and it seems improbable that the
circus can still attract an audience. But the Big
Top fills up every night. I guess the reason is
that the performance is so polished, so fit for
purpose: It offers just the right combination of
thrills, humor, audience interaction, and even
predictability. We know precisely what we are
going to get, but despite that (or maybe
because of that) it never disappoints.

Much the same can be said about many
of the system software products that we

rely on so heavily in the enterprise. It is
their sheer predictability and reliability, and
the steady increase in robustness and func-
tionality without exposure to unforeseen
security or performance weaknesses that
makes them essential to the smooth running
of the data center environment. New waves
of technology come along and are gradually
integrated into the IT infrastructure, but
time and again it is the most mature and
predictable platforms that continue to
house the most business-critical applica-
tions and data.

Recently, we saw the announcement of
version 8 of IMS, a vintage circus act if ever
I saw one. The IMS transaction management
and database products date back almost 40
years, but have remained unsurpassed for
very high performance transaction manage-
ment applications. The latest versions offer
essential improved support for Java and
XML, as well as a range of availability,
recovery, and manageability tweaks, but
otherwise it is business as usual.

TPF, the basic but ultra-high perfor-
mance operating system, which grew out
of the airline industry, is likewise still
gaining new functionality and features.
Nothing could be more predictable or less
exciting in IT terms; but, despite the fact
that its user base numbers no more than a
few hundred, its still performs a unique
back-end role in a number of huge and
highly influential organizations.

VM, of course, has entered the ring
again in recent months, helping IBM to
re-launch the mainframe as a Linux con-
solidation engine. Another child of the
’60s, VM (or more accurately zVM) is
being used to host potentially thousands
of Linux images, simply because that is
what it does best. Nothing really similar
to the mainframe hypervisor has ever

been developed, so it has little competi-
tion as a means of running multiple Linux
apps in a big box.

However, perhaps the real show stopper
among these veterans is CICS, the general-
purpose business transaction manager that
has spread the TP philosophy so widely over
the years. You may have noticed that it almost
disappeared from view at one time, shielding
itself behind the more fashionable but con-
siderably less substantial WebSphere, and
letting the Web server software bask in the
limelight. Well, now the message has
changed: IBM seems to have re-discovered
the potential of CICS, and understands the
relatively paucity of transaction management
capabilities on Unix, Linux and Windows,
which are nevertheless being scaled up to
cope with larger workloads. Internally, IBM
is looking very carefully at where to employ
its future development efforts for CICS, and
sees some burgeoning markets on distributed
platforms. After all, CICS is far more than a
piece of middleware; it represents a time-
honored approach to handling vast numbers
of transactions — something on which
eBusiness depends very heavily.

These enterprise stalwarts may lack the
glamour of newer products, but when
pure predictable performance and man-
ageability are needed, they still offer the
best show in town!  
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